
11. SELECTION PROCESS: 
1. The selection process consists of (1) written test and (2) skill test. The written test consists of 

a. 80 Multiple choice questions. (The syllabus for writen test shal be curiculum based) 

b. Duration: 90 minutes. 

c. There will be negative marking of 0.33 for each wrong answer & 1 mark for correct answer. 
d. Pass Criteria: For UR-32/80 marks. 

For reserved category -24/80 marks. 
['As per Department of Space Offnce Memotanaum NO. OA12012/1/20 ted 01.12 2022, the candidates belonging to EWS category are entited to relaxed 
standards of selection similar to the ndards of s ction adopted for General (UR) category. 

e. The ratio for skill test is 1:5 with a minimum of 10 candidates 
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2. Skill Test: Will be of qualifying nature only. The minimum marks required for qualitying the skill test is 50100 marks for UR candidates and 40/100 marks for reserved categories. 
3. From amongst the candidates who qualify in the skill test, empanelment will be done in the order of marks obtained in the written test. In case of a tie in written scores, the academic 

scores of the notified qualification shall be the tie-breaker. 

4. Please note that the qualification prescribed for the posts advertised is the minimum requirement and the same does not automatically make the candidates eligible for selection. 

12. The Centre reseves the right not to fill up any of the posts, itit so decides. 
13. Only Indian Nationals need apply. 

14. No interim corespondence will be entertained. 
15. Canvassing in any form will be a disqualification. 

16. Candidates working under Central/State Government, Public Sector Undertakings, Autonomous bodies etc. should submit their application through proper channel or submit 
No objection certificate at the time of written testiskill test. 

17. Applications submitted without complete information, photo, signature etc. will summarily be rejected. 


